
ETIQMEDIA Mentor

Subtitling and automatic indexation of video for your formation portal

ETIQMEDIA Mentor will improve your formation portal becoming its ideal 
complement. As an institution you will be able to make your class recording 
cost highly profitable,  your students will be able to localize the content that 

interests them in a simple and quick way, thus facilitating the review and 
understanding of the subject; and it will help your teachers prepare more 
dynamic and updated texts avoiding already used content. Ultimately, with 

ETIQMEDIA Mentor’s media library You will get to be to the avant-garde of knew 
learning, where your study materials will have audiovisual format.

Etiqmedia Mentor Will allow you to 
manage and work with your content 
easily in order to make the most of them.

Management and filing of video: it guarantees 
storage and search for your audiovisual content.

Video accessibility: automatic subtitles live as well 
as pre recorded.

Integrated video conference: own secure video-
conference system totally integrated in the flow.

Advanced video search: pinpoint the exact moment 
in a video when a word has been said.

Automatic multi lingual transcription: Etiqmedia 
Agora is able to work in Spanish , Catalan, Galician, 
Basque and English.

Recording and streaming: the platform guarantees 
maximum quality of recording and streaming live.

Highly profitable recordings: reuse an exploit your 
audiovisual resources.

Optimize your resources: avoid generation of 
duplicate content.



Automatic transcription: our speech recognition 
engine guarantees over 95% precision.

Secure videoconference: own secure video confe-
rence system totally integrated in the flow.

ETIQMEDIA Search engine: find the exact point you 
want in the video searching by word, speaker, etc, in 
all of its archive.

Automatic subtitle: subtitle your content live as well 
as pre recorded.

Recording and streaming: complete video platform 
for capturing, subtitling and broadcasting.

Participant recognition: it segments the speakers in 
each video in order to access complete interven-
tions. 

OCR: find words of interest in the texts of images 
and videos.

 Automatic categorization: it automatically classi-
fies your content by themes.

What is Etiqmedia Mentor?

Etiqmedia Mentor  guarantees the best management of your audiovisual content, 
from its capture and indexation, to its broadcast with live subtitles. For each piece of 
video it generates subtitle and transcription automatically, supporting multiple 

languages; it also indexes each point of the video with its text. Additionally, it 
automatically generates other metadata Such as separation of participants,  trans-
cription of the texts that appear in the image, or the automatic categorization of 
the video  regarding Its thematic. With all this information the content is indexed 

into our file, this way you can make searches that lead you to the exact point of a 
video that interests you.
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